Abstract Although several studies of theoretical and empirical ones converge on the financial dimension in
Introduction
The relation treated between development of financial activity and economic growth made the object of a very controversial debate of economic history. The fact remains that major difficulty tied to these problems domiciles mainly in the highlighting of the sense of causality between these two dimensions to specify if finance is the driving sector of economic growth or if it is simply about a result of economic performances; is therefore what is reason and which is effect??
Traditionally, the Keynesian school supports hypothesis that the development of the financial sphere results completely from economic growth what lets predict that finance resides as being a true endogenous answer to the request expressed by the economic agents from this perspective. Other visions; such of Robinson (1979) ; recommend an ambiguous relation between the financial sphere and that real by adding that during the initial state of development exchange of which is not organized yet; economic growth is of rather weak largeness. In fact, the more national income augments, the more financial structures become established progressively and by consequences, economic growth becomes more speeded up. At the level of this stadium of maturity, we differentiate an economy which has financial structures of a stable system of sharing out of incomes which procreates a higher growth rate in 96 comparison with the initial stadium. Since then, the more the financial sphere is developed thanks to economic growth, the more this last is likely to develop finance.
Given that finance is a particular area of economy, therefore any stock exchange fluctuations can be partly explained by those economic: it is for this reason; we cannot be unaware of the impact of the real sphere on the financial sphere in sense that anticipations of Stock Exchange prices reflect anticipations of fundamental economic. So, any anticipation will be forcing linked to the visions of the markets of point of view economic growth: let be the financial market is considered as being an advanced indicator of economy. It follows therefore that it is possible to explain the erratic fluctuations of Stock Exchange prices via the study of the movements of the economic indicators. Moreover, financial markets during these last years were shaken by many speculative incidents and financial crises.
Literature Review
Links between financial activity and real economic activity The recent crisis has given new impetus to efforts to include the importance of the financial sector in macroeconomic models Borio (2011) . Recently, the literature has focused on changes in the monetary transmission mechanisms. It assumes that monetary conditions affecting the real sector by affecting the financial conditions that have direct links to economic behavior. Boivin et al. (2009) [1999,2000 and 2004] and Shiller support hypothesis that any recent variations of the prices of actions is not explained by the fundamental macroeconomic factors; in fact these jobs suggest another explanation of these erratic movements of stock exchange outputs: the speculative exogenous bubbles or else irrational exuberance 1 
.
Are by examining papers of Binswanger [2000, 2004] 2 which examined the speculative incidents and the role played by real activity in the explanation of financial activity in American context, the author deducted an independence between stock exchange outputs and real economic activity where from the violation of a property which was traditionally accepted in classical literature. Indeed, this conclusion drove subsequent research jobs towards another alternative with the intention of explaining the variations of stock exchange outputs, by surpassing itself the model of the value updated of cash flows futures. This model which considers real economy (real sphere) as a variable which causes and explains financial activity (financial sphere): in this respect, we underline jobs of Fama [1990] which were at the origin of interpretations and of new explanation suggested by Binswanger [on 2000, 2004 old] which introduce the speculative bubbles or the fads as the main determiners of any break between both appraised spheres.
We also underline another wave of research works which aim at explaining beforehand these recent stock exchange fluctuations via an analysis concerning the stock prices which generate significant information on the economic growth rate. As part of the model of actualization or of the cash flows futures (dividends are), we assume that the price of action is an indication which must reflect forcing any anticipations formulated by the different actors gift on the financial market; the investors are particularly; concerning future real economic activity. Explanation was moved forward in this frame which proves 1 « Irrational exuberance» is an expression used by the ancient representative of EDF, Alan Greenspan, in a speech given in front of the American Enterprise Institute during the Internet bubble of 1990s. This expression was a bet in guard against a probable overvaluation of the market of actions. "Wikipédia". appraised pronunciation, since then, economic literature measures real economic activity by industrial production or GDP by considering these aggregates as being of proxies of the benefits of firms. We deduct from it a strong correlation between Stock Exchange prices and real activity due to the fact that the indications of financial activity are constructed when all is said and done on the basis of anticipations of economic activity as part of the real sphere. We can say that Stock Exchange prices have to reflect real economic activity: hypothesis which will be tested as part of our research work within the limits of paradoxes determined between what was postulated on theoretical plan and empirical official reports. We differentiate several empirical studies which were led on the different international financial markets to examine appraised problems better; we differentiate mainly the study of Binswanger [on 2000, on 2004] which was accomplished on the countries of G7 3 : it is a study which consists in analyzing relation between the real sphere and the financial sphere by carrying link out between the rate of output of actions and the economic growth rate real :l' hypothesis of disconnection between the real sphere and the financial sphere was confirmed as part of American financial market and countries G7 (Binswanger 2004).
Hypotheses
The objective in this section is to identify factors that explain the real economic activity. The study of the mechanisms of the relationship between the real economy and the financial is largely motivated by the succession of financial crises in the financial sector from the late 1980s. In this regard, we perform a variety of tests to verify the relationship between economic growth and financial activity with the following your assumptions:
H (1) 
Methodology of econometric analysis & data
On the way, we are going to be interested throughout this research work in Tunisian context by making appeal in a methodology which consists above all in applying the test of cointegration between the rate of output of actions and the growth rate of real economic activity 4 . While secondly, we will adopt the technology of correction of errors (VECM) which will be envisaged with the intention of surrounding dynamics between variables studied in court and long-term. Finally, the test of causality is going to make the object of the third stage of our methodology to discern sense and largeness of the relation of causality between both studied spheres. As part of this empirical study led on the case of Tunisia, we are going to keep; always in napierian logarithm, the variables which serve for putting the emphasis on phenomenon studied to know the outputs of stock exchange indication TUNINDEX (variable translating the rate of real output of actions) and the growth rate of the gross domestic product GDP (indicator of real economic activity) for an annual frequency spreading out from 1962 to 2011. But of bonus aboard, he remains useful to make sure of the stability of variables and of absence of cointegration between parameters bets in force to avoid any fallacious decline.
Application of the augmented Dickey Fuller test ADF
Before exploiting the test of cointegration, it will be useful and judicious to examine the notion of stability of series studied to treat better the phenomenon of disconnection between the real sphere and 3 A group of debate and of economic partnership of seven countries among most economic Great Powers of the World: The United States, Japan, Germany, France, the United Kingdom, Italy, Canada. 4 The interest granted near Johansen and Juselius (1990) is; above all; to test the existence of one or several relations of cointegration between series studied on the contrary of technology in two stages postulated by Engel-Granger who allows having only an only relation of cointegration. Secondly, we differentiate advantage which the procedure of Johansen allows us to tell the problems of simultaneity unaware of hypothesis of éxogènéité of variables where it is not necessary any more to impose restrictions on parameters estimated as part of the study of short-term relation. Therefore this technology of Johansen; considered to be a multi-various test; the number of relation or vectors of cointegration of examined series allows us to work out and to analyze. 98 the appraised financial sphere. On the way, the results which we reached, via the test of augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) notices that series in logarithm of GDP (Gross domestic product) as well as of stock exchange indication TUNINDEX are not stationary in level seen the presence of an unit root therefore them introduce an order of unit integration; that is I (1); or stationary in first difference. The series of the GDP in logarithm which represents real economic activity is not stationary in level while it is stationary in first difference: or therefore we can deduct from it that the logarithm of the GDP is included of unit order I (1). consequence we can deduct from it its order of integration which is equal to one I (1).
Application of the tests of cointegration:
Having stationeries appraised series, we are secondly going to have recourse to the application of the test of cointegration between both variables studied to test the existence of a stable relation of long term between two not stationary variables while including variables of delays and exogenous variables what can allow us to identify true relation apparently between two parameters: the technology of Johansen is the most using which includes a vector of specification into correction of introducing error k delays of following form:
(1) With t y a vector of order ( 21  ) is variables included by order 1.
On the way, the results of the application of the test of cointegration in the sense of Johansen are brought back in the table 3. Results found in the existent of the application of the test of cointegration postulate rejection of hypothesis of cointegration between both implemented series where from this absence of cointegration can manifest a lasting disconnection between the financial sphere and that real. In this sense, we can refer to jobs worked out by Binswanger [on 2000, 2000a] when it was a matter to examine this relation as part of American economy as well as other savings of G7. Official reports and interpretations led as part of our research work support furthermore what was confirmed for other savings. To refine advantage the econometric analysis worked out to assess relation between financial and real activity, it is necessary to call a decline of the slightest ordinary squares as well as a mechanism of correction of errors. In fact, the test of decline by MCO has as objective to make depend the growth rate of the aggregate reflecting real economy (that is GDP) of past and current stock exchange outputs. The order of delay of stock exchange outputs adapted will be determined via the criterion of minimization of the Akaike Information Criterion: The test of decline MCO lets predict the absence of a significant relation between the rate of economic growth in real term and current financial activity and passed what always coincides with results coming from the test of cointegration. Moreover, we can underline from the picture above a very weak explicative power of the even negative model a significativity total weak of the model [Prb (F-statistic) =0.468763] of which we also differentiate.
At this stadium, we are going to adopt another technology which consists in modeling the necessary adjustments driving to a situation of balance of long term. This last allows specifying a real link between studied variables: let be the model with correction of error. It is about a dynamic model which makes include short-term dynamics and of long term at the same time. We differentiate the model officially with correction of error for two cointegrated variables t X and   . In fact, the model with correction of error is going to allow us as part of our problems to make include short-term dynamics at the same time (that is variables in first difference) and the longterm dynamics (represented by the residue of the relation of cointegration): the application of this econometric approach lets predict the following results pointed out in the table [5] .
With regard to this output, it proves to be that results exploited by the model with correction of errors are in harmonization with the wave of conclusions deducted by the previous tests due to the fact that the coefficients of stock exchange output in real term ( t R ) are not significant in smoothing in the decline of the growth rate of the GDP and conversely. Also, stock exchange outputs cannot be explained by economic growth entirely because none of coefficients is significant. Besides, the coefficients of force of recall towards the long-term balance i  are every inferior in zero. So their sum is equal in 0.656 0  :
this can be to interpret by the existence of a possibility back in balance.
Application of the test of causality
On theoretical plan, we go about things to head with the relations of causality between economic variables to refine advantage the previous interpretations due to the fact that the highlighting of these causative relations gives elements of reflexion advantageous for a better understanding of economic phenomena. While practically, the knowledge of largeness and sense of causality is imperative as part of the formulation of a correct economic policy.
Granger ( The determination among delays (k) is performed by criteria AIC and SC in a system of two equations. Is: On the light of results brought back in the tables 5 and 6 we note in this respect that the no hypothesis according to which the indicator of real economic activity GDP (real sphere) does not cause stock exchange indication TUNINDEX (financial sphere) is accepted for a number of delays p=2. Indeed, linked likelihood is in the order of 99,50 %; is widely superior at the beginning of significativity of 5% where from we can deduct from it that real activity does not cause financial activity in Tunisia and by consequences; a disconnection very demonstrated in this sense between the real sphere and that financial. In this respect, the examination of the relation of causality in sense where financial activity predicts that real will be specified by testing the no hypothesis according to which parameter LN TUNINDEX does not cause that LN GPD. We conclude according to results brought back in the picture 6 that no hypothesis is kept with a 36, 86 % > 5 % what lets predict that the real activity in Tunisia is not supported by financial activity. Graphic representation (graphic 1) confirms of advantage the disconnection pronounced between both studied parameters. 
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Conclusions
The absence of sense of causality in Tunisian context can be allocated in the fact like the financial system adopted in measure that he is rudimentary, strongly managed and still suffering from the absence of a true stock exchange activity without forgetting that the mechanisms of the current financial system thinks still capable of mobilizing savings discounted and of allocate it in an efficient way. This can be explained to a great extent in slowness and laxity of reforms in modernization, in restructuring and in adjustment undertaken by the authorities of Tunisian tutelage in the course of the eighties.
Besides, the disconnection recalled in this research context between real activity and financier deeply recommends that he remains desirable of the economic activity via that financial is not to encourage and aims poured due to the fact that the manipulation of economic growth by financial parameters remains difficult view that:
i. The financial and banking system is vulnerable and unable to satisfy requirements of a politics of healthy financial liberalization.
ii. The complexity of the installation of the reforms which still suffer from lacunas, from laxismes and from simplicity.
By way of conclusion, the disconnection between the real and financial sphere is confirmed well via the technology of correction of errors where from we can deduct from it more than the financial activity in Tunisia is not supported by the real meeting while examining significativity of coefficients. It remains to signal in this research sense that conclusions postulated as part of our study confirm conclusions underlined by Brinswanger [on 2000; 2000a] , in the context of its studies led on the American market and other the most industrialized big countries of the group seven (G7).
